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The Glittering Prizes 
 
 
Although the glory of winning a major tournament trophy is considered by many teams reason enough to take part, most 
teams are motivated as much (if not more) by the chance of winning the big cash prize that the sponsors of the 
tournament offer the winners. There are also often additional ‘fringe’ benefits for the winners of a major tournament, such 
as lucrative sponsorship deals or special prizes. 
To represent this the teams taking part in an end of season tournament receive the following benefits: 
1) The gate and the winnings for a semi-final or final are doubled. 
2) The winner of a Major Tournament always receives a special trophy. Pictures of these trophies are at our website, 
www.bloodbowl.com. You can print these images and use them as trophies, or use the miniature trophies from the Blood 
Bowl trophy pack. So long as a team holds a trophy it has an additional team re-roll. The re-roll counts toward the team’s 
value as normal. A trophy is held by a team until the next time that specific Major Tournament is completed at which 
point it is given to the new winner.  
3) The winning team receives the ‘fringe benefit’ described below, depending on the trophy they won. 
 
THE SPIKE! MAGAZINE TROPHY 
This award, which takes the form of a mithril spike mounted on a delightful plinth, is awarded to the team that wins the 
Spike! Magazine tournament. Because the holder of the Spike! Trophy receives extensive and (usually) positive  
coverage in Spike! Magazine, the team may add 2 to their Gate roll total aslong as they hold the trophy. If the tournament 
organizer likes he may also choose to hand out  the award for the Spike! Magazine Player of the Year after the final has 
been played! This award goes to the player in the league who has the most Star Player points. The player gains the skill 
Fan Favourite permanently unless he already has this skill for as long as the player is still on the team. Treat this as a 
skill taken on a Double for calculating the player's value. Note that the player does not have to be in one of the teams 
that took part in the final, or even the tournament, in order to receive the reward. 
 
THE DUNGEONBOWL 
Dungeonbowl is played, as its name suggests, in a dungeon. Originally the two teams started at opposite ends of a small 
underground complex, the idea being to get to the opponent’s starting position with the ball and score a touchdown, but 
eventually the game evolved so that it is played on a normal sized and shaped pitch – which just happens to be located 
in a dungeon! The Dungeonbowl League is sponsored by the ten Colleges of Magic, and each College also supports one 
of the teams taking part in the tournament. Even though the idea was originally put forward to settle the matter of which 
College was the most powerful, and was to  be a one-off event, Dungeonbowl has now been going for over 20 years and 
shows no sign of ending in the foreseeable future. The winning team receives a special contract from the College that 
supported them. This contract allows the team to induce a Wizard for 50,000 gold pieces instead of the normal 150,000 
as long as the team holds the trophy. 
 
THE CHAOS CUP 
As you will see if you have a look at the trophy, the Chaos Cup is not exactly the most desirable of objects to win. The 
status it carries, however, is second only to the Blood Bowl. Originally known as the Whiteskull Challenge Cup, it was 
played for by eight top teams from the AFC while the conference winners were away competing in the Blood Bowl. With 
the collapse of the NAF in ’88 the Chaos Cup became the first trophy to be given away in the new style ‘Open’ 
tournaments. The Chaos gods take a special, erm, interest in the fate of the team that holds the Chaos Cup and will 
reward the players immediately with special Chaos gifts as a sign of their favour. D3 random players may immediately 
take any Mutation skill, Hypnotic Gaze, Stab, or Regeneration in addition to any skills they already possess or take from 
Star Player points earned during the Chaos Cup final. The same player may not receive more than one mutation from 
this gift. Players with Normal access to Mutations taking a Mutation skill will add to the player's value as if a normal skill 
were rolled. Players taking a Mutation skill that cannot take Mutations on Normal skill rolls or any players taking an 
Extraordinary skill should treat the skill as if taken on a Double for calculating the player's value. These skills are 
permanent and not lost when the team no longer holds the Chaos Cup trophy. 
 
THE BLOOD BOWL 
The most sought after trophy is the Bloodweiser Blood Bowl Championship Winners’ Trophy, commonly known as the 
Blood Bowl. Originally it was awarded to the winner of the final match between the NFC and AFC Conference 
champions, but now it is awarded to the winner of the Blood Bowl Open tournament. Before 2461, the Blood Bowl 
championship games were fairly friendly – but competitive – affairs, played purely to award the status of Best Team in 
the World to the winners. With the arrival of big business in the shape of the Bloodweiser Corporation, however, the 
competition made a major stride in popularity. The gold payment and Bloodweiser sponsorship deal that goes to the 
winners is said to be worth over a million crowns over the course of the following year. There is also the Blood Bowl 
trophy itself, otherwise known as the Buddy Grafstein trophy after the Bloodweiser chairman who first presented it. It’s 
made from solid Dwarf gold, and as such is extremely valuable. This value has caused the original trophy to be stolen 
many times, and in fact the current one is the fourth trophy to be made! The winners of the Blood Bowl get a sponsorship 
deal from Bloodweiser which adds 20,000 gold pieces to the winnings for each match that the team plays as long as it 
holds the trophy. For the players, however, the most important prize is the Blood Bowl player’s medal awarded to each 
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player (from both teams) that participates in the final. Receiving a Blood Bowl player’s medal is a great confidence 
booster, so every single player that takes part in the Blood Bowl final (win or lose) counts as having been awarded a 
Most Valuable Player award and gains 5 Star Player points, in addition to the Most Valuable Player awards that are 
normally handed out for playing in the match. 
 
 
 

Skill 
 
 
FAN FAVOURITE (Extraordinary) 
The fans love seeing this player on the pitch so much that even the opposing fans cheer for your team. For each player 
with Fan  Favourite on the pitch your team receives an additional +1 FAME modifier (see page 18) for any Kick-Off table 
results, but not for the Winnings roll. 


